Expressions of Interest – ICT
Lead
Over the last five years, Minetec has developed a unique Wi-Fi
based, real time, physical asset tracking ‘enabling technology’ for
mining. Used predominantly in underground hard rock mines
Minetec has layered value added software solutions that play in
both the safety and productivity spaces. There are many unique
value propositions inherent in the overall solution set.
The last 12 months in particular has seen a rapidly growing
demand for this revolutionary capability and numerous channels
to market have made themselves apparent. Because of this
evolving model, Minetec is on the lookout for a particular set of
skills that are adaptable to a constantly altering commercial
landscape.
Minetec is seeking expressions of interest for an ICT project
delivery role based at Mawson Lakes for an upcoming exciting
project.
You will have an outstanding technical ability that you will put
into practice focusing on project-based work and supporting
both local and remote customers.
Responsibilities of the role include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit, Design, Configure and Deploy ICT networks
Plan and perform network upgrades and working with customer
stakeholders
Plan disaster recovery arrangements
Update records, device schedules and network configuration
Provide basic network training
Actively participate in project team planning and implementing
advanced ICT networks
Factory Acceptance Testing
Site Acceptance Testing
Product support
Technical writing
Hands on ability in the field
What you'll need
We are looking for someone who has the ability to meet tight
deadlines, strong document writing skills and knowledge in
Linux, virtual environments, wireless technology, and
databases, with a willingness to provide general IT support.

A degree in Network Security or similar is preferred, but not
essential, coupled with a minimum of 5 years' experience in a
similar role.
This position will require domestic and international travel from
time to time.
Take a leap in your career and express your interest in this
upcoming role. For more information, please email queries
only to: Melissa at careers@minetec.com.au
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